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Thank You!
To my God and family who give me strength to carry on to the next adventure. 
For this I am grateful.
To my husband with whom I have walked through many fires but had 
many sweet times on the adventure as well.
To my kids who do not understand my work or reasons and think I am a hippy or crazy.
To my friends who thought I should stay home and be a grandmother, 
and to the ones who expressed their admiration that I would make it.
To the drawing professor who thought I was too old to pursue a career in Art 
and to another professor who believes anyone can be an artist.  Thank you, Linda Ganstrom.
To Frank Pishker who introduced me to clay, and to Brent Skinner who let me 
intern with him and found a person to teach me to sculpt the human form.
To my Dad who made me take music lessons, close my eyes to listen and visualize.  
Every day I had to practice at least two hours, so I could take one hour of 
Art lessons on Saturday.
To my mother who sacrificed a new couch so I could have the clarinet 
which I played for 14 years.
And a special thanks to my school friends who sent me pictures 
and told stories so I could immortalize them.   
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“Our Gang”
The process of scooping up earth with a little blue spoon taught me to dig deeper. My ceramic sculptures of 
imaginative but vulnerable children begins with close observation and builds a rich visual memory.  My memories 
of my elementary school classmates fused with photographic references provide rich resources for the children 
in Our Gang.
 
In my studio I draw the figure out with the bone structure, so I can see how to move the parts without losing the 
anatomy. Planning and measuring on a pre-made guide for uniformity and precise measurements is important 
in keeping the size of a small child.  When the porcelain paper clay is stable after sculpting the body, I cut and 
hollow it out, then reassemble the figure.   Hollowing out the piece is representative of the process of how we 
change with time and are molded to become adults, we lose some of our innocence as we grow,  I depict the 
inner child in the adult character. The firing of the work is symbolic of how the lessons we learn in life can 
harden our outer image. Decorating the piece with powder pastels and encaustics brings the figure to life and 
engages the viewer’s memory of their past.
 
My kids in the “Our Gang” exhibition are honest, fearless, achievers and survivors.  These memories are fused 
with imagination and embody the spirit of a time period when television was rare, neighbors looked out for each 
other and Saturday movies, baseball games and the ability to roam and play in our neighborhoods without fear 
were a part of our everyday life.
 
Children have big imaginations; they play, make and observe.  Their imaginative experience is displayed in 
how they represent themselves to the world…I call this innocence.  Their fantasies can become limited by their 
parents’ fears in seeking to protect their child.  Children are open to influences, when limited in their ability to 
explore, their imaginations can become starved and lost.
 
Over the past few years I noticed that some people will not let their guard down to understand the sculptural 
children as presented; they are resistant to exploring their memories of childhood.  My goal is to be relatable. 
My work reaches out to spark memories of childhood.
 
When people view my work, some express sadness, while others experience happiness.  I believe their 
response stems from their mood.  I know within each little story, there is a memory instilled in the piece and 
immortalized in the permanence of ceramic.
 
Take a moment, enter the child’s world and appreciate the child within us all.
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Biography
 
Jacque McDonald’s art begins with a little blue spoon and two very active and creative parents in 
Joplin, Missouri.  For years her mother found creativity in designing clothes, painting, and baking the 
most beautiful tea cakes for Jacque’s tea parties.  Her father also had a wide range of interest;  he was 
an architect, builder, coach and politically engaged.  Both parents were proactive in the community, 
and Jacque was grateful for inheriting these qualities.  Observation of these two parents taught her to 
watch people and mannerisms, which also occupied her curious mind directing her toward art.
 
After her early, but brief college education she went to work for a real estate office and met her 
husband, married and moved to Florida. Together they raised a family of three active sons.  Jacque 
sought employment at the University of Miami School of Medicine as a secretary although she could 
not type, which did not matter when they found out she had an anatomy background in drawing and 
she began to trace x-rays of Maxillofacial deformities determining the movement of the bones for 
surgery.  Once she learned the bones of the face she asked to go to surgery and observe.  Soon she 
was not only assisting but actually able to carve the bones of the face. This led to overseas work 
helping children with deformities in Latin America where she spent two weeks each summer with a 
surgical team for years. 
 
After leaving the university Jacque’s husband transferred to West Palm Beach, where they raised the 
second phase of their family, daughter Katie and grandson Milo. After losing three homes in under ten 
years due to hurricanes; Jacque decided to take the two little ones, two changes of clothes and move 
to Missouri.  Her husband and two sons would follow after rebuilding their home.
 
As the children entered school, boredom struck, and Jacque decided to go back to school and earn 
her degree in Art.  She earned her Bachelor of Fine Arts in 2014.  She looked for schools that offered 
low residency programs, which led her to Fort Hays State University, where she then applied and was 
accepted in 2015.
 
Presently, she is earning her Masters of Fine Arts, with an emphasis in Ceramic Sculpture in 2019, 
fulfilling a lifelong dream.  Her goals are to teach as an adjunct, while still having time to make art and 
travel.
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 “Our Gang” Characters
Our Gang characters are made with English Porcelain Paper clay, under glaze, powder pastels, and encaustics.
All dimensions are in inches.
 
List of Characters                                                                                                                                                  
                     
001                                       Observer-Drawing                           25 x 24 x 13
 
002                                       One Who Does Not Take Any Junk  20 x 24 x 12
 
003                                       Who Always Has Something to Say 19 x 22 x 12
 
004                                       A  Good Friend                                 17 x 9 x 9
 
005                                       Ouch!                                               21 x 18 x 16
 
006                                       Gave Me the Smallest Picture                  25 x 17 x 14
 
007                                       Lurking in the Halls                          18 x 9 x 16
 
008                                       Always Glamorous                           18 x 13 x 11
 
009                                       Swamp Scientist                               18 x 15 x 15
 
010                                       Bathing Beauty                                24 x 18 x 12
 
011                                       I Am Throwing that Boot Out           18 x 13 x 16
 
012                                       Thought That was Me!                     16 x 11 x 13
 
013                                       I Want to Be Roy Rogers                  22 x 12 x 8
 
014                                       Charlies First Girlfriend                   19 x 10 x 11
 
015                                       I Am Only Doing This for Mom        19 x 13 x 9
 
016                                       Mike  Catching a Bug!                               21 x 14 x 14
 
017                                       Observer-Standing with Brushes     39 x 12 x 8
 
018                                       Observer-Coloring                           19 x 22 x 12
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